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1. Introduction  

Lzheimer’s disease (AD) is 

pathologically described by the 

presence of amyloid β (Aβ)-

containing plaques and tau 

neurofibrillary tangles. AD is 

regarded as a genetic and sporadic neurodegenerative 

disorder that is associated with cognitive impairment 

in its prototypical picture and with non-amnestic 

cognitive decline in its less common forms. Although 

AD is considered as a common cause of cognitive 

deficits observed in late-life, but its clinical impact is 

affected by other neurodegenerative and 

cerebrovascular accidents. AD is a brain disorder that 

results from a complex interaction of synaptic 

homeostasis, aggregated species, and modified 

products of Aβ and tau. Therapeutic options are still 

searching to find targets within this framework to 

significantly alter clinical course of patients with AD 

A 

Abstract 
Background and Objective: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) as the most common neurodegenerative disorder. 

Klotho is an anti-aging protein with important roles in neurodegenerative disorders. This study was done to 

evaluate the expression of klotho gene and protein in the plasma of AD patients treated with blood pressure 

control drugs (inhibitors of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)) or blood lipids control drug (simvastatin). 

Materials and Methods: Target population was selected from people with AD who visited the neurology clinic 

of Firouzgar hospital. The tested groups included the control group, Alzheimer's group, Alzheimer's group 

treated with blood pressure control drugs, and Alzheimer's patients group treated with blood lipid control drug. 

Expression of klotho gene and protein in the plasma of studied groups was determined using real-time PCR and 

ELISA techniques and the individual's cognitive disorders were also evaluated using Mini-Mental State Exam 

(MMSE) and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) tests. 

Results: The results obtained in this study showed that in addition to the significant difference in cognitive 

indices between the control groups and three groups of Alzheimer's patients, the level of klotho gene and protein 

expression was also lower in three groups of Alzheimer's patients compared to healthy group. However, there 

was no significant difference (p>0.05) between the Alzheimer's group and the two Alzheimer's groups treated 

with blood pressure or blood lipid control drugs. 

Conclusion: Drugs controlling blood pressure or blood lipids in Alzheimer's patients possibly have no 

significant effect on the level of klotho protein. Obviously, more studies are needed in this field. 
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(1, 2).  

Dementia is defined by overall cognitive impairment 

with an acquired decline in cognitive and emotional 

functions besides behavioral disturbances which 

severely interferes with daily life. It is regarded as one 

of the most common clinical syndromes which is 

observed in old age individuals (3). It has a significant 

effect on performing daily life activities, leading to 

great suffering, care dependence, and a decrease in life 

quality (4-6). Several studies have indicated that 

klotho overexpression can be of benefit in 

neurodegenerative conditions (7, 8). The role of 

klotho is through decreasing neuronal oxidative stress, 

exerting neuroprotection, and even neutralizing 

neurodegeneration (9). Klotho is involved in calcium 

transport in the central nervous system (CNS) through 

the choroid plexus and this fact explains the strong 

association between Klotho concentration and risk of 

cognitive decline (9, 10). 

Klotho is a membrane-bound and anti-aging protein 

that acts as a hormone targeting different tissue cells 

(11). There exist two forms of klotho in humans, one 

form as a full-length membrane form linked to 

fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFRs) and with 

an active role in phosphate and calcium homeostasis, 

and another soluble circulating form which is found in 

some bodily fluids such as blood, urine, and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and which regulates ion 

channels and transporters and growth factors signaling 

(12). Klotho gene is highly expressed in kidneys, 

where it regulates renal function, choroid plexus, and 

parathyroid glands (9, 13). Klotho 

pathophysiologically plays an important function in 

calcium and phosphate metabolism, remyelination 

process, cognitive functions, and even inflammatory 

events (11, 14). In human beings, serum concentration 

of this protein (klotho) falls with age. Klotho exhibits 

anti-aging properties with important roles in cognitive 

processes. In this respect, klotho is associated with 

changes in synaptic structures in the hippocampus and 

cortex, leading to slower rate of cognitive deficits (15-

17). 

Hypertension is one of the most important and 

modifiable risk factors in association with 

development of AD and targeting hypertension has a 

considerable effect on lowering AD incidence in the 

elderly. Hypertension in elderly life is associated with 

cerebral blood flow dysfunction, neuronal 

disturbances, and substantial decline in cognitive 

performance (18). Hyperlipidemia causes disorders 

such as cardiovascular diseases, metabolic syndrome, 

and even AD. Accordingly, administration of drugs 

designed specifically for targeting hypertension and 

hyperlipidemia are strongly recommended to lower 

risk of risk factors linked to AD pathogenesis (19, 20). 

This research study was undertaken to evaluate the 

expression of klotho gene and protein in the plasma of 

AD patients treated with blood pressure control drugs 

(inhibitors of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)) 

or blood lipids control drug (simvastatin). 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
This study was a clinical trial study (case-control 

design) related to Iranian Alzheimer's disease Registry 

of data on AD patients from outpatient neurology 

clinics and hospitals in Tehran 

city (Iran) that was approved by the Medical Research 

Ethics Committee (R.IUMS-REC.1396.32623) and 

informed consent was obtained from the patients 

participating in the study. Data were collected from 

these centers between September 2018 and December 

2021. Subjects were entered into this investigation if 

they were diagnosed with AD by a neurologist and/or 

psychiatrist based on cognitive tests and clinical 

examination. The target population of this study was 

selected from people with AD and with a minimum 

age of 65 and a maximum age of 80 who visited the 

neurology clinic of Firouzgar Hospital. The selection 

of these patients was based on medical record 

information. The groups of this study included the 

control group, Alzheimer's patients group , 

Alzheimer's patients group treated with blood pressure 

control drugs (ACE inhibitors), and Alzheimer's 

patients group treated with blood lipid control drug 

(simvastatin). In the control group, there were people 

who did not have any signs of neurodegenerative 

diseases and were in the age range of 65 to 80 years. 

The expression of the klotho gene and protein in the 

plasma of the studied groups was determined using 

real-time PCR and ELISA techniques and the 

individual's cognitive disorders were also evaluated 

using Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) and Clinical 

Dementia Rating (CDR) tests. 

MMSE questionnaire was used to assess cognitive 

status. This questionnaire is usually used as a practical 

test to assess cognitive functions. This questionnaire, 

prepared by Folstein et al in 1975, consists of 

categories of orientation to time, orientation to place, 

repetition and registration, attention and calculation, 

recall, repetition, naming, comprehension, reading, 

writing, and so like (21). It is a practical and useful 

method to grade cognitive ability of affected patients 

by the clinician. The maximum total score is 30; a 

score of 27-30, 20-26, 10-19, and less than 10 is 

regarded as normal, mild, moderate, and severe AD, 

respectively. This questionnaire used in our study has 

been previously standardized (22). 

CDR test is a validated instrument in clinical studies 

for assessment of AD spectrum, which evaluates three 

domains of cognition (memory, orientation, and 

judgment/problem solving) and three domains of 

function (community affairs, home/hobbies, and 

personal care) using structured interviews. The scores 

for the six domains (ranging from 0 to 3) tested can be 

summed (CDR Sum of Boxes or CDR-SB) (23) 

Inclusion criteria for this study were male or female 

cases, age between 65 and 80 years, and normal or 

corrected normal ability to see and hear. Exclusion 
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criteria for this study included depression, any other 

cause of dementia for AD patients (vascular 

dementia), Any symptoms of disease or abnormalities 

sufficient to cause memory impairment other than AD 

(eg. normal pressure hydrocephalus, progressive 

supranuclear palsy), stroke history, major structural 

abnormalities on MRI (e.g. infarction, intracerebral 

malformation), history of seizures, epilepsy, a serious 

infectious disease affecting the brain in the past, and 

serious head injury. For control group, the criteria 

were normal MRI/CT and cognitively normal based 

on history and psychometric tests and no history of 

neurodegeneration. In addition, case and control 

groups were matched regarding age and gender. 

Peripheral blood samples were collected (5 ml) from 

each patient into EDTA-containing tubes. RNA 

Isolation and cDNA Synthesis was then done. 

Quantitative Real-Time RT-PCR was done to assess 

klotho gene expression using Step One Plus real-time 

PCR system (Applied Biosystems, USA) and SYBR 

Green PCR mastermix kit (Applied Biosystems, 

USA). GAPDH housekeeping gene expression was 

also used as a reference for the level of target gene 

expression. Klotho gene was amplified using forward 

primer sequence 5′-

CACGGCAAGGGTGCGTCCAT-3′ and reverse 

primer sequence 5′-

TCGCGCCCACGAGATGGAGA-3′. GAPDH gene 

was amplified using forward primer sequence 5′-

CTCATGACCACAGTCCATGC-3′ and reverse 

primer sequence 5′-  

TTCAGCTCTGGGATGACCTT-3′. Klotho Elisa kit 

was also used to measure its plasma level.  

For statistical analysis, GraphPad Prism software 

version 7 and one-way ANOVA and Mann-Whitney 

tests were used with p<0.05 as significant. 

 

3. Results 
Measurement of serum level of creatinine (Fig. 1A) 

and BUN (Fig. 1B) in different groups indicated that 

administration of SAC at a dose of 100 mg/kg to the 

control animals is not associated with significant and 

marked changes of BUN and creatinine (p>0.05). In 

addition, CCL4 group had higher levels of creatinine 

(p<0.01) and BUN (p<0.001) at a significant level 

versus the control group. Such significant increase 

was also observed at a lower level in CCL4 group 

treated with SACA at a dose of 25 mg/kg for 

creatinine (p<0.05) and BUN (p<0.001) as compared 

to the CCL4 group. In contrast, CCL4 group receiving 

SAC at a dose of 100 mg/kg had lower level of 

creatinine (p>0.05) and BUN (p<0.05) versus the 

CCL4 group. 

  

  
Table 1: Demographic data of used cases in different groups 

P value 
Control (Normal) 
( n=12) 

Alzheimer’s patients 
without hypertension 
and hyperlipidemia 
(Alz.) ( n=18) 

Alzheimer’s patients 
treated for 
hyperlipidemia 
(Alz+Simvas) 
( n=12) 

Alzheimer’s patients 
treated for 
hypertension 
(Alz+ACEi) 
( n=10) 

 

 65-80 65-80 65-80 65-80 Age 
 57% women 52% women 49% women 30% women 

Sex 
 43% men 48% men 51% men 70% men 
*P<0.05 29.3±2.3 16.23±4.7* 18±2.4* 14.11±6.7* Mean MMSE score 

*P<0.05 0.23±0.1 1.21±0.56* 1.43±0.8* 1.25±0.22* 
Clinical dementia 
rating (CDR) 

 

Measurement of plasma level of klotho in different 

groups including control group and three groups of 

Alzheimer's patients without hypertension and 

hyperlipidemia, treated for hyperlipidemia 

(simvastatin), or treated for hypertension (ACE 

inhibitors) employing sandwich ELISA method 

indicated no significant differences amongst the 

studied group. However, plasma level of klotho 

showed non-significant reduction in our three 

Alzheimer’s groups in comparison with the control 

groups (Figure 1). 

Measurement of gene expression level of klotho in 

different groups including control group and three 

groups of Alzheimer's patients without hypertension 

and hyperlipidemia, treated for hyperlipidemia 

(simvastatin), or treated for hypertension (ACE 

inhibitors) employing RT-PCR method showed 

significant and robust reduction in our three 

Alzheimer’s groups in comparison with the control 

groups (p<0.01). However, there was no significant 

differences between the three AD groups regarding 

peripheral gene expression of klotho (Figure 2).
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Fig. 1. Plasma level of soluble klotho in diffferent groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Gene expression level of klotho in different groups 

** p<0.01 (as compared to the control group) 

 

4. Discussion 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a common 

neurodegenerative disorder and as the most frequent 

causative factor of dementia in the world. According 

to World Health Organization (WHO), prevalence of 

AD is increasing. It has been estimated that over 50 

million people are globally affected with AD and 

senile dementia (24, 25). AD was initially related to 

memory deficit, but with disease progression, AD 

patients develop cognitive impairment, impulsive or 

unpredictable behavioral difficulties and unusual 

personality changes (26, 27). Pathologically, AD is 

typified by neuroinflammation, amyloid-beta (Aβ) 

plaque, and deposition of neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) 

which are associated with progressive cognitive deficit 

of varying degrees and neurodegeneration (28). Over 

the past years, amyloid beta cascade and tau 

hypotheses have been the two most known hypotheses 

for explaining AD pathogenesis process (29-31). 

Aside from these past hypotheses, researchers are also 

working on novel theories to explain AD etiology and 

its pathogenesis (28, 32). Some of these new theories 

include gamma oscillations, lysosomal deficit, and 

calcium dysregulation which may be leading to 

presentation of safe and effective therapy for AD (26, 

33). 

New research evidence indicate that Klotho protein 

may be regarded as an appropriate anti-AD target. 

Klotho is known as a protein encoded by Klotho gene 

that is highly expressed in the kidney and brain 

choroid plexus (11, 34). Past studies demonstrated that 

klotho may be involved in regulating oxidative stress, 
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ER and Golgi apparatus stresses, apoptosis and even 

autophagy (11, 34). Klotho is also involved in various 

ageing-related pathologies cardiovascular disease, 

kidney disease, and neurodegenerative disorders (35). 

Klotho expression is reduced in ageing brains besides 

the brains from patients in the early stages of AD (32, 

36, 37). Studies have shown that Klotho 

overexpression in the brain can prevent AD-related 

pathology and cognitive deficit and even reverse 

neuronal damage process. Klotho can alleviate 

amyloid beta accumulation through regulating 

different processes (32). 

Treatment of neurons with klotho as a neuroprotective 

factor can protect against neuronal damage in relation 

to toxic effects of amyloid beta and glutamate and this 

may be beneficial in retarding pathogenesis rate of AD 

(38). Thus, enhancing klotho levels at the early phase 

of AD can be postulated as a therapeutic solution to 

slow down neuronal deterioration and to lessen the 

outcome of AD in elderly patients (38). In our study, 

plasma klotho level (non-significantly) and its gene 

expression (significantly) was lower in AD patients 

when compared to control (normal) individuals 

irrespective of their gender and this clearly suggest 

possible important role of klotho in pathogenesis of 

AD and this finding was in correlation of past studies 

irrespective of tested samples in humans and animals 

(17, 32, 39, 40). In this study, there was no significant 

difference between the Alzheimer's group and the two 

Alzheimer's groups treated with blood pressure or 

blood lipid control drugs. Although soluble klotho is a 

circulating factor with protective potential against the 

development of hypertension (41), however, its level 

did not change following using antihypertensive 

drugs, such as ACE inhibitors, as was used in this 

study. 

It seems that according to the role of klotho protein in 

the aging process, this protein can play an important 

role in the occurrence of Alzheimer's disease. Drugs 

controlling blood pressure or blood lipids in 

Alzheimer's patients possibly have no significant 

effect on the level of this protein in plasma. 

Obviously, more studies are needed in this field. 
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